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COVID – Preparation and prioritization
BCP Testing 
Offsite

Clear 
prioritization 

Senior management quickly identified 22 mission critical programs and 
made those the priority. This was clearly communicated to the staff and 
guided decision making.  All data shedding light on the pandemic was also 
prioritized.

Technology 

Strong decision 
making

March 11, employees responsible for mission critical programs were 
whisked on a bus and taken offsite. Once there they had to work through a 
production cycle with different scenarios. This allowed us to work out the 
kinks, determine communication, priorities, fix systems that would not 
work offsite and plan for work under different HR availability scenarios.
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At the beginning Bandwidth and VPN licenses were insufficient. 
Access was limited to employees working on mission critical 
programs. Usage was closely monitored and access was progressively 
expanded. New tools were added to enhance collaboration.

Early on a decision was made to access SSI,  to make working from home 
effective. Daily meetings with top officials helped with timely decision 
making. Social distancing made logistical issues surrounding retrieving 
equipment a challenge. Prioritization was necessary.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are asking you to review your confidentiality approaches and consider all available options.Wavers: Consider having face to face visits to explain the context and obtain long term buy in. You may still require another strategy.Random Tabular Adjustment (RTA) is a statistical technique used to protect confidential information in published data by applying random adjustments to sensitive estimates. This is a new method developed by Statistics Canada. The RTA method adds random "noise" to cells, which results in preventing the disclosure of individual estimates. This method differs from the suppression techniques that have traditionally been used with economic data tables released by Statistics Canada because it improves the utility of the tables. With RTA, cell estimates are releasable while still ensuring individual values are not disclosed. So using this method allows us to increase the amount of useful data we can publish, while at the same time ensuring confidential information is protected. This makes for a great balance.The Economic Statistics Data Suppression Decision Tree has been developed to provide program managers in the Economic Statistics program with a clear and consistent set of rules that can be used for a given program to determine when a given data point can be published such that it is not possible “ to relate the particulars obtained from any individual return to any identifiable individual person, business or organization.”It is expected that each program manager apply this decision tree to each of the programs under their responsibility.  The decision tree when applied, identifies the information that can be released by a program manager.  Responses to the decision tree will be documented and serve as the official record pertaining to the program’s application of section 17 of the Statistics Act.  The questions have been developed to evoke a binary response so as to leave out, as much as possible, any ambiguity in the application of the data suppression rules across the organization.  Important to keep in mind that none of these methods have to result in an all or nothing approach: you may apply RTA but still decide to suppress a few cessls you may still consider sensitive.
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COVID - Impacts on Ongoing Programs

Conceptual 
Challenges

Minor challenges persist that could impact our data 
quality; response rates are slightly lower for some 
surveys. Modelled data needed extra review

Data Gaps Challenges for accessing administrative data and delays 
receiving the data from banks, governments 

Data quality
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- Negative seasonally adjusted values, oil prices
- Projectors made for stable economy
- Treatment of government subsidies
- Reconciling output when employees getting paid 

but not working

Impacts on 
priorities

- Potential delays for non-mission critical programs
- Expansions for COVID data, custom tabulations
- Interdependencies, complexities in macroeconomic 

accounts
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Presentation Notes
We are asking you to review your confidentiality approaches and consider all available options.Wavers: Consider having face to face visits to explain the context and obtain long term buy in. You may still require another strategy.Random Tabular Adjustment (RTA) is a statistical technique used to protect confidential information in published data by applying random adjustments to sensitive estimates. This is a new method developed by Statistics Canada. The RTA method adds random "noise" to cells, which results in preventing the disclosure of individual estimates. This method differs from the suppression techniques that have traditionally been used with economic data tables released by Statistics Canada because it improves the utility of the tables. With RTA, cell estimates are releasable while still ensuring individual values are not disclosed. So using this method allows us to increase the amount of useful data we can publish, while at the same time ensuring confidential information is protected. This makes for a great balance.The Economic Statistics Data Suppression Decision Tree has been developed to provide program managers in the Economic Statistics program with a clear and consistent set of rules that can be used for a given program to determine when a given data point can be published such that it is not possible “ to relate the particulars obtained from any individual return to any identifiable individual person, business or organization.”It is expected that each program manager apply this decision tree to each of the programs under their responsibility.  The decision tree when applied, identifies the information that can be released by a program manager.  Responses to the decision tree will be documented and serve as the official record pertaining to the program’s application of section 17 of the Statistics Act.  The questions have been developed to evoke a binary response so as to leave out, as much as possible, any ambiguity in the application of the data suppression rules across the organization.  Important to keep in mind that none of these methods have to result in an all or nothing approach: you may apply RTA but still decide to suppress a few cessls you may still consider sensitive.
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Shifting Priorities to answer the questions of the day

Increasing role of 
data steward, 

Providing expertise in 
areas such as modelling

Developing new products to 
provide timely insights on 
impacts of COVID

Flash estimates, Crowdsourcing, 
horizontal analysis
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New Products related to COVID 19

Transactions PPE Flash  Estimates Monthly TEC

Statistics Canada published a count 
of import transactions for April just 
days after the month. This can be 

interpreted as a bellweather
indication for the value of imports 

and exports.
. 

A separate trade release was 
produced for trade in medical and 

protective goods which are of 
particular importance during the 

pandemic .

A flash IIP was produced 
days after the quarter. A 

monthly GDP flash 
estimate was also 

produced to meet user 
requirements for timely 

estimates.

Production of monthly 
insights into who is 

trading during the COVID 
crisis and their 

characteristics – the only 
monthly indicator of this 

kind in the world.

As part of Statistics Canada’s  prioritization on providing COVID 19 insights, several new 
products have been created related to the Macroeconomic Accounts. These innovative 

products provide timely context on the impact of COVID 19.  There are longer term 
possibilities for some of these products if there Is user demand.



HR Element 

The message was clear and consistent: 
Employee Health and Safety comes first

Government of Canada Employees – Special 
Paid leave COVID 19, Caring for Small Children

Emphasis on Mental Health Resources 
Available

Employees offline, feeling isolated, like work is 
less valued
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Lessons learned

Working from home can work – clear communication is paramount
We will never go back to how things were 

People want to be productive, contributing members of a team
Staff can be determined to succeed no matter the obstacles

Technology is a great enabler
Invest in technology  to facilitate telework

Partners should have a shared understanding of priorities for success
Our priorities will change as a result of this experience

Keep processes simple and consistent
Trust your employees and managers
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